
THE LAUGHING-STOCK OF EVERYWRITER, EVERYARTIST, EVERYHISTORIAN, EVERY
CLASSICIST, EVERYLINGUIST, EVERY PHILOSOPHER IN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKINGWORLD

Just your Achilles’ heel, isn’t it, Doctor, the University, people who are actually literate, intelligent and educated,
unlike the freaks of medicine who pollute and destroy.

Make you sad sick freaks the laughing-stock of every educated person in the English-speaking world.

Don’t you think I should finish and publish this first?
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Unless you prefer this of course
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Look at all the pretty polly parrots who repeat the garbage they’ve been told by Authority.

Huge joke aren’t they the jabbering whining babbling shit-filled polly parrots. Except they are insolently evil,
butchers, traitors.

Isn’t a degree in Medicine such a fucking joke? These creatures can’t think, can’t reason, can’t learn, all
strutting around thinking they’re Christ Almighty in their own little world, bestially ignorant, think they know
everything because they possess a high baboon intelligence that enables them to do clever things within a
limited frame of reference:no intellect, no mind.

Their regulayshuns and proseedyures of course are a copious frame of reference. It doesn’t occur to the
baboons that these can be challenged, that they may be evil filth. It’s the RULES. Well so fucking what if it
is also sick garbage.

Doubtless of course it is the RULES that a woman who has had major spinal surgery should be put in a space
the width of a chair and subjected to further physical abuse.

Similarly of course it’s the LAW. Conspiring to pervert the course of justice, overthrowing democracy, giving
aid and comfort to the enemies of the Queen, causing actual bodily harm are indeed the LAW.

THE CLOSED (SEALED/WOUNDED/STUNTED/PRACTICALLY NON-EXISTENT)MIND

Grand-daughter of one of the earliest members of the Labour Party repeatedly

brutally abused then left for dead at the express order of fascists and

traitors, avatars of criminality, corruption and degradation. You may know

them as doctors and nurses.It is reasonably clear that if these people were

questioned by any normal educated intelligent person in an open forum where

their lunatic notions of Authority, the pathetic and diseased convictions

of the psychotic that what they say goes because they say it, so disguising
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their inability to provide argument or fact supporting the argument and

attempting feebly to disguise their rejection of and contempt for others'

equal right to speak, they would come over as severely retarded, completely

intellectually incapable.But they can't be....So really what the fuck is

wrong with them? Certainly fear addles minds.Certainly they are ruled by fear.

Certainly fear may be inculcated in them, frightened of getting into trouble,

frightened of going to hell. Certainly the fear also contains them internally,

they identify themselves with what they believe and if they feel those beliefs

threatened they fear they will disintegrate.While the ceiling on thought

imposed by a belief-system is of course arbitrary and the ceiling on thought

imposed by biology is of course not, each represents a closed system. The

Vatican/insert drug of choice/Vatican particularly among the religious but

also of course Stalinism and Maoism drools that of course it upholds reason

and means by that that the frame of reference, the boundaries of the system,

the bricks in the wall are not to be questioned, all that may be'questioned'

are the elements in the box, though in fact this is not so much active

questioning as a passive exercise in understanding how those elements fit

together, because of course if and when the bricks are questioned the whole

thing collapses, and so what is meant by 'reasoning' is understanding how

what is given comes to be

Much learning of biology must necessarily be the same, understanding the

mechanism by which A becomes B. The thinking is relational. Sounds good. Is

it? Possibly even necessarily relational. Ooh, ooh. It is learning to

understand how, how absolution works, how the liver functions, how the

dictatorship of the proletariat leads to the withering away of the State.

That in biology the bricks are real, you cannot challenge what a muscle cell

does and adduce argument to demonstrate that actually it performs the

functions of a platelet, does not I think affect the general process.With

regard to religion, the bricks are of course not there.. Could I have said

this before?

The Reformation was an expansion of thought beyond the entirely

arbitrary limits set by the Vat i c a n , a s t h e E n l i g h t e n m e n t

a n d

s o t h e p r e s e n t d a y a r e e x p a n s i o n s o f t h o u g h t b e y o n d t h e

bounds

set by Christianity. Minds can go anywhere and where love and reason guide

them the result is a vast improvement on anything before. Those in mental

cages are going to have to grasp this.
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Basically what these creatures are is impenetrably mad and impenetrably bad, united in
the common purpose of upholding their entirely criminal power, whereby they command
and others obey, and whatever infected drool falls from their lips is regarded with awe
and wonder, a system that began to crumble with Magna Carta in 1215.
Little clockwork wind-up toys, endlessly reiterating the words in their heads that bear no
relation to reality and must never be challenged by reality.


